WACM Explains...
Undergrad Course Offerings for Fall 2013
(No Professors Allowed!)

Tuesday, April 2nd, 5:30 PM
1221 CS

Luckily for us, the course requirements for our CS major do not contain recursive prereqs. However, it can be challenging to pick the most interesting courses from the official listings.

We collected answers to “What is the coolest thing students will learn in your class?” from the professors, and will present the results at this session. We’ll also cover major requirements, and let students ask questions and share information!

WACM Explains... is a series of events hosted by WACM, the Women in CS. WACM Explains... is open to anyone, and the goal is to be of interest to all students.

Also, we will have Oreos. =)

Contact: lena@cs.wisc.edu